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COVID-19 Vaccine Prioritization Survey Now Suspended
February 9, 2021 (updated February 11, 2021)

The University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB) Vaccine Prioritization Survey will be suspended until further notice
because of the lack of available vaccine doses.
 
Many locations around the country are unable to schedule vaccination appointments because of low supply, and that
impact is being felt locally. (If you are fortunate enough to have received one or both doses, please let UMB know by
completing this form.)
 
While vaccine supply in Maryland and across the country remains limited, the University of Maryland Medical System
(UMMS) continues to work with the Maryland Department of Health and closely monitor supply and scheduling across
all UMMS hospitals. UMMS shares that it is grateful for your ongoing patience and asks that you continue to keep the
following things top of mind:
If you are not currently able to schedule a vaccination appointment, please be patient.

If you already have a first- or second-dose appointment, do not reschedule.

If you got your first dose with UMMS, they have a second dose for you.

In the meantime, text MDReady to 898-211 for COVID-19-related updates from the Office of the Governor, including
mass vaccination site appointments.
 
On Thursday, Gov. Larry Hogan announced  that a statewide call center will open next week to help with making
appointments for mass vaccination sites. Hogan also announced that M&T Bank Stadium will be opened as a mass
vaccination site starting Feb. 25, partnering with UMMS and Johns Hopkins Medicine and with appointment
registration launching next week. We will share more information as it becomes available.
 
Please continue to check with health departments, pharmacies, doctor's offices, and other vaccination sites for
available vaccination appointments. Visit coronavirus.maryland.gov  to locate a vaccination site near you.
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